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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0fellSSION

REGION 111

S

-

Reports No. 50-456/92014(DRP); 50-457/92014(DRP)

Docket ths. 50-456; 53-457 Licenses No. NPF-72; NPF-77

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Opus West III
1400 Opus Place
Downers 6 rove, IL 60515

facility Name: Braidwood Statien, Units 1 and ?

Inspection At: Braidwood Site, Braidwoori, Illinois

Inspection Conducted: June 6 through July 25, 1992

Inspectors: S. G. Du Pont
J. R. Roton

'

C. P fata
7 3 I" T ~Approved by: C. P Patel, AcLing Chief 7_kvactor Projects Section lA Date

_

inspection Summary

laspection from June 6 throuah Juj.y_2L.1992 (Renar_LLRo. 50-456/92014@B2)1
10-457/92014(DRP1)
er_en_.10.,.ng.c1qd: Routine, unaiinounced safety inspection by the residents -

inspectors of safety assessment / quality verification; operational safety
verification; engineering / technical support; and report review.
Relylta: No violations were identified. One Open item was identified
(Paragraph 3).

During the inspection period, thc. reorganization of the control rooma

staff was found to be effective in igroving the professionalo

atmosphere.

' - The oper.itions departacut demonstrated proactive invo'fvement during the*

read.iustment of the Unit t raactor coolant pump lodoff hich f~ low alarm
setpoint.s

>
I

The technical and engineering staffs initiated several effectb e+

imorovements during the inspection period, including the use of
radin;;rtrhy to detect erosion-corrosion, microbiologically induced
corrosion, and wall thinning of small bore piping._
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The failure analysis of the auxiliary building ventilation supply fan*
|was an examola of proactive involvement by the unsite engineering staff.

The quality control staff initiated several improvements that provided*
enhanced training using mockups, piloting an inspection niatrix, and
detailed inspection guidance. These improvements enabled the quality
control staff to accomplish their increased line t a ction
responsibilities.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Conteltd

Commonwet).th EditplL ComDany (CECO)

*K. L. Kofron, Station Manager
*G. R. Hasters, Project Manager
*G. E. Groth, Production Superintendent
*D. E. O'Brien, Technical Superintendent
D. E. Cooper, Assistant Superintendent - Operations

*R. J. Legner, Services Director
*A. D. Antonio, Nuclear Quality Program Superintendent
R. Byers, Assistant Superintendent Work Planning
G. Vanderheyden, Technical Staff Supervisor
S. Roth, Security Administrator

*K. G. Bartes, Nuclear Safety Supervisor
A. Haeger, Regulatory Assurance Supervisor

*D. H. Kapinus, Assistant Technical Staff Supervisor
J. Lewand, Regulatory Assurance

* Denotes those attending the exit interview conducted on July 24, 1992.

lhe inspectors also talked with and interviewed several other licensee
employees.

2. Operational Safety Verification (7 QQZ1

The inspectors verified that the facility was being operated in
conformance with the licenses and regulatory requirements and that the
licensee's management control system was effectively carrying out its
responsibilities for safe operation.

On a sampling basis the inspectors verified proper control room staffing
and coordination of plant activities; verified operator adherence with
procedures and technical specifications; monitored control room
indications for abnormalities; verified that electrical power was
available; and observed the frequency of plant and control room visits
by station managers. During the previous' inspection period, the
licensee initiated a control room staff reorganization adding Unit
Supervisors to both units and eliminating the Station Control Room
Engineer (SCRE) position. During this inspection period, the inspectors
found the reorganization to be effective in controlling the work request
process, reducing traffic into the control room, improving
communications and status awareness within the control room, and
imprcving the )rofessional atmosphere within the control room. This is
considered to >e an effective resolution of the inspector's concerns
associated with the observed control room behaviors in October 1991.
The inspectors will continue to monitor professionalism within the
control room and will address the associated inspection tracking items
during subsequent inspection periods.
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During tours of accessible areas of the plant, the inspectors made note
of general plant and equipment conditions, including control of
activities in progress. The following specific areas were observed:

* Enaineered Safety features (ESF) Syst gi

A walkdown of the mechanical lineup for diesel generator 2A was
completed utilizing Braidwood Operating Procedure (Bw0P) DG-M3,
Revision 4, " Mechanical Lineup, DG-H3, 2A D/G Operating." The
inspector noted, as particular strengths of this Bw0P, the 10gical
manner in which the Bw0P was organized to facilitate lineup
verification and the detailed location descriptions provided to
assist in component location and identification. Hinor

'

discrepancies, noted in component labeling e.nd mate. 1 conditim,
were discussed with the appropriate Unit Operating Engineer. li,e
inspector was satisfied with the proposed resolution of those
concerns. These discrepancies had no safety significance and did
not raise any question concerning operability.

fuldypte Rover Rounds*

The inspector accompanied a "B" operator during the conduct of the
daily Radwaste Rover rounds. The operator appeared to be
knowledgeable of the systems and conscientious in his approach to
the assigned task. During the tour, the inspector queried the
operator on various as)ects of log kee)ing, in particular, the
inspector questioned tie operator on t1e methodology used to
record "out-of-spec" readings and to make corrections to the log
for an erroneous entry. The operator was familiar with the
requirements as specified in Braidwood Administrative Procedure
(BwAP) 350-1, " Operating Logs and Records."

Housekeenina and Plant Cleanliness.

L

The inspectors monitored the status of housekeeping and plant
cleanliness for fire protection and protection of safety-related
equipment from intrusion of foreign matter. During this period,
housekeeping and plant clean 11aess were maintained at an
acceptable level.

The inspectors also monitored various records, such as lagouts, jumpers,
shiftly logs and surveillances, daily orders, maintenar.ce items, various
chemistry and radiological sampling and analyses, third party review
results, overtime records, QA and/or QC audit results, and postings
required per 10 CFR 19.11.

No violations or deviations were identified.
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3. Enoineerina and Technical Suncort

Setnoint/Scalina Chanae Re.quast 92-024

1he inspector reviewed the setpoint change request (SSCR) which raised
the 2A reactor coolant pump (RCP) No.1 seal leakoff high flow alarm
set at from 5.5 to 5.8 gallons-per-minute (gpm). The purpose of this
chan5e request was to eliminate nuisance alarms and alert operators of a
degrading pump condition. The technical staff originally recommended
raising the set)oint to 6 gpm, even though this would han eliminated
the margin to tie maximum shutdown limit of the pump. Also, it was
recognized that the scaling capability of the installed instrumentation
only allowed for a maximum flow rate indication of 6 gpm. Upon further
review, by the operations department, it was decided to reduce the
recommended setpoint. change to 5.8 gpm. This would better accommodatt,
the capabilities of the instrumentation and not challenge the pump
shutdown limit. The inspector noted the conservatism of this decision.

As part of this setpoint change, Special Operating Order S0-ST-0056
(50), "2A RCP Seal Leakoff Guidance", was issued to provide guidance to
control room operators should the condition arise where the number 1
seal leakoff exceeded 6 gpm and the number 2 seal leakoff alarm did not
" print". Currently, Operational Abnormal Procedure (2Bw0A) RCP-1,
" Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failure, Unit 2", only provides guidance for
the condition where the number 1 seal leakoff is high and the number 2
seal leakoff is " printed". In reviewing S0-ST-0056 and Administrative
Procedure (BwAP) 350-2, " Daily Order Book", the inspector questioned why
a temoorary change to the operational abnormal procedure had not been
accomplished instead of using an 50 since it appeared this usage
conflicted with the direction provided within AP 350-2. Administrative
Procedure 350-2 states, in part, that: " Daily orders will not be a
substitute for permanent or temporary procedures. The instructions will
include, but not be limited to: a. Special operations. . . ." It
appears that the guidance provided by 50-ST-0056 was intend 2d to
substitute for the lack of guidance currently within 2Bw0A RCP-1.
Operations management use of an S0 instead of revising the Bw0A was
based on the fact that the only a single RCP seal was involved.
Although the inspector understands the licensee's position, he does not
agree with their reasoning.

Subsequent to the above, the licensee has queried Westinghouse regarding :
the generic applicability of the guidance provide by S0-ST-0056.
Westinghouse has concurred that this would be their generic guidance for
this given circumstance. Based on this query, the licensee is revising
Bw0A RCP-1, for both units, to permanently capture this condition.
This issue is considered an open item pending further review of the
licensee's reasoning and position regarding the past use of an S0
instaad of revising the Bw0A (50-457/92014-01(DRP)).
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General Proorams

The inspector met with several members of the station's engineering and
technical support staff. The inspector also reviewed various programs
associated with engineering and technical support. Several improvements
were noted.

Braidwood Technical Staff initiated a program using newly developed
methodologies with radiography to inspect small bore piping for erosion-
corrosion, micro-biological induced corrosion, Tnd wall thinning. The
new technique allows for code inspections wi'no ? cequiring the system
to be out-of-service, insulation removal, or bru.:.ning the system's
integrity. The new technique was also effective in reducing the total
radiological dose associated with code inspection in radiological
background areas by reducing stay times. The Braidwood station
initiated the technique after reviewing the results from another non-
Commonwealth Edison facility. Currently the station is considering
adopting the technique for check valve internal inspections and for
larger bore piping. This is considered to be a progressive initiation
on the part of the Braidwood station.

The inspector also reviewed the activities of onsite engineering. The
following are examples of improvements and progressive initiativos:

! The onsite engineering group increased their responsibilities in the
'; station modification pmgram by individually tracking modifications from

initiation to complet Previously the onsite engineering group's
responsibility was lim.: ' to the in-progress portion of the
modification program, i enhancement is effective in ensuring correct
completion of modificativ- and improving communications between the
vartous onsite and offsite organizations involved with the
modifications.

Another example was the onsite engineering involvement in resolving a
long standing performance problem with dual fan operation of the
Auxiliary Building Ventilation supply fans (VA). In 1991, the OVA 01CB
axial fan blocks failed which resulted in damage to the fan bearings.
The engineering organization conducted an extensive failure evaluation
and testing program to determine the root cause. The evaluation
determined that the preventive maintenance program associated with the
VA fans required periodically applying an oil lubricant. The evaluation
found that the oil lubricant collected in pockets on the fan hub during
periods that the fan was not operating. When the fan was started, the

' collected oil would result in an imbalance and subsequent increased
vibration. This vibracion resulted in the eventual blade failure. Due
to the evaluation, the preventive m 'atenance program was revised
requiring a grease lubricant. An extensive testing program was
initiated. The results of the test program concluded that the previous
increased vibrations were eliminated and that the overall performance of
the VA system increased to the original design expectations. These are
considered to be axamples of the increased effectiveness of the
Braidwood engineering and technict.1 support organizations.
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4. As low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) Safety Meetina

The inspectors attended the ALARA Awareness Safety Meeting. The purpose ;

of this meeting was to disseminate the goals for exposure reduction and -

reduction in contaminated floor space, as well as aroviding refresher |
*training in proper radiological work practices. Tae format of the

meeting was multi-media, using video presentation, lectures, skits, and !

new product demonstrations. The inspectors found this format to have .

,

been very effective in providing valuable training. ;

5. Lafety Assessment /Ouality Verification

The inspectors reviewed vario'is program improvements implemented by the !
Station Quality Control Department (QC). Previously, QC increased their j
responsibilities and functions to reflect functional changes by the '

station's Nuclear Quality Program (NQP). These changes reduced :

duplication of line functions by QC and NQP by giving responsibility to
,

QC.
,

QC initiated several program enhancements to ensure adequacy of
inspection programs. An aggressive cross training of inspectors between

1

electrical and mechanical disciplines improved QC's ability to increase
their line functions.

,

f

QC also initiated a training program involving mockups and specialized
instructions. Braidwood initiated a detailed QC program monitoring
guide. The inspector reviewed the guides and found them effective in
ident!fying regulatory and code requirements. Additionally, the guides
werc effective in incorporating station administrative and industrial

fsafety requirements,
i

The inspector reviewed the QC Inspection Plan (BwAP 1000-3) and the QC
Inspection Matrix. The inspection plan was found to be clear in t

'describing the inspection requirements of QC. The Matrix is an example
of progressive activities of Braidwood QC. The Braidwood Station is the
lead for all Commonwealth Edison stations in developing and implementing,

the Matrix. The accumulation of the QC Plan, Program, Matrix, and
.

'
i

enhanced training is considered to be effective in meeting the increased
functinns and responsibilities associated with Braidwood Station QC.

'6. Report Review

During the inspection peried, the inspector reviewed the licensee's - i

Monthly Performance Report for June 1992. The inspector confirmed that ;
the information provided met.the requirements of Technical Specification .

6.9.1.8 and Regulatory Guide 1.16. t

,

The inspector also reviewed the licensee's Monthly Plant Status Report.
;

for June 1992. ,
.

No violations or deviations were identified.

'
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7. Open Items

0)en items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee,
w11ch will be reviewed by the inspector and which involve some action on
the part of the NRC or licensee or both. An Open item disclosed during
the inspection is discussad in Paragraph 3.

8. Exit Interview (30703)i

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives denoted in
Paragraph I during the inspection period and at the conclusion of thei

inspection on July 24, 1992. The inspectors summarized ths sco)e and
i results of the inspection and discussed the likely content of t11s

inspection report. The licensee acknowledged the information and did
not indicate that any of the information disclosed during the inspection
could be considered proprietary in nature.
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